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always met with success. Certain lakes possessing all 
the obvious biological and physical requirements have been 
repeatedly planted without result, and it has been but 
recently determined, through the work of Prof. E. A. 
Birge, that the failure is due to peculiarities of the gaseous 

of the water. In a paper on the gases dissolved 
m the waters of Wisconsin lakes, Dr. Birge illustrated 
his studies, which are of the highest value to fish culture. 

A paper on the utilisation of sea-mussels and dogfish as 
food, presented. by Dr. lrvi'?g A. Field, opened a very 
general d1scuss1on on a subJect which appealed to both 
the biologists and the. practical fishermen. During recent 
years the horned dogfish (Squalus acanthias) has been 
extremely destructive fo fish and fi shing on the coasts of 
Canada and New England, while the smooth dogfish 
(Mustelus canis) is a perennial menace to the lobster. In 
Canada oil and fertiliser works have been established for 
the purpose of supplying a market and encouraging the 
destructiOn of the dogfish, and Prof. Prince is Of the 
opinion that they have to some measure decreased in 
numbers. 

Dr. Field's experiments have demonstrated that the 
smooth. dogfish, salted and. dried, makes a product closely 
resembhng the cod, and 111 a fresh condition it is not 
inferior. to texture to halibut; the horned dog
fish, be1ng more mly, 1s better adapted for tinning. Mr. 

stated that the equally destructive dogfish of the 
Enghsh coasts ha? been placed _o n the markets by the 

and 1t was unobJectionable as to quality, 
1t '?let w1th pre•ud1ce on account o f its name, a difficulty 

al_so. confronts the exploitation of dogfish as food 
111 the .States and Canada. An euphonious name, 
not . decept1ve m character, would assist greatly in con

a fishery menace into a valuable product and 
u:nporta.nt source of cheap food supply. The practical 
d1f_ficult1es confronting the utilisation of these fish arc 

!f!ade the. subject of inquiry by various technical 
bod1es rn the U mted States and Canada. 

A communication from the Rhode Island Commission 
of Inland Fisheries, in reference to the effects of gun
fire on schools developed a difference of opinion 
between the scientific men and the practical fishermen. 

latter declared that the heavy detonations from cannon 
dnve. the fish away from the coast, but the results of 

at Woods Hole, as recounted by Dr. Sumner, 
1nd1cated that mackerel and other surface-livin« fishes were 
but little disturbed by either gun-fire or the "'noises made 
by boats using explosive engines. The investi o-ations of 
Dr. Parke.r at the fisheries laboratory prove th';t certain 
fishes are mfluenced .by as distinguished from 

grosser mechan1cal VIbratiOns of the water, but that 
tne1r sudden movements of alarm are dictated by sight 
rath.cr than by hearing. 

Eig:htecn and individuals interested in the 
offered pnzes for contributions special subjects, 

a nd of seven. were unawarded, either because the 
papers subm1tted d1d not satisfy the stri ct conditions of 
the a w.ar? or because they did not con form to the standard 
of ment Imposed by the international jury of awards. Two 

made to Prof. A. D. Mead for the papers 
above-mentwned, to Dr. H. F. Moore for papers on 
the . sponge fishenes and on growing sponges from 
cuttmgs, _one to Mr. Dwight Franklin for the best method 
of prepanng fishes for museum purposes, one was divided 
between Dr. F. A. Lucas a nd Mr. R. W. Minor for 
papers on the best plan for an educational exhibit of 
fishes, one was given to Mr. Chas. H. Stevenson for the 
paper above alluded to, one to Mr. Paul Reighard for 
tl_1e best plan to promote the white-fi sh production of the 
Great Lakes, one to Prof. Jacob R eighard for the best 

of observing the habits and recording the Jife
histones of fishes,. one Mr. Chas. G. Atkins for a paper 
on foods for use m reanng young salmonoids, and one to 
Mr. John }- Solol!lon a process for preserving the 
pearl fishenes and mcreas1ng the yield of pearls. 

papers of much practica l and scientific merit were 
subf'?1tted, _but not read for lack of time, but they will be 
publtshed I'? the proce:dings of the congress. The fifth 

w1l.l be held m Rome in r9TI, the of the 
semt-centenn1al of the Italian F ederation. 
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PSYCHOLOGY OF PLEASURE AND PAIN. 
THE I:is t two numbers of the Psychological Review· 

(July and September) have contained important 
artides by Prof. Max Meyer, of the University of 
Missouri, on the nervous correlate of pleasantness and 
unpleasantness. In the. former the author brings out the 
contradictory character of the present views of psycho
logists on this subject, and in the latter proposes a theory 
that he believes accords with all known facts and gives 
P.roportionate weight to the various aspects of the ques
tiOn upon which his predecessors have dwelt too ex-· 
clusively. The dearest opposition has hitherto been 
between the psychologists, who hold that pleasantness and 
unpleasantness are merely weak (and therefore badly 
loca lised or entirely unlocalised) forms of the sensations, 
which at a hig her degree of intensity become respectively 
sexua l s.c nsation and pain, and those who, denying their 

status,. regard them merely as aspects or 
tones of sensational processes. 
Prof. Meyer's theory is of a different type altogether,. 

and is based upon the concept of an hierarchy of reflex arcs 
or a " centralisation by degrees." Let A a nd B be two 
sensori-1:notor systems of neurons relatively independent, 
but havrng at least one connecting neuron in common. It 
is possible for these to merge into a more complex 
senson-motor system, C. The marks of this higher· 
organisation will be (1) that stimulation of a sensory point 
of either A or B may produce simultaneous reactions at 
motor points both of A and B; and (2) tha t simultaneous' 
stimulation of sensory points of both A and B may pro
duce a reaction at a motor point of A or B only. In the 
case of such a system, if the subsystem A is functioning 
a strong stimulation of subsystem B will produce a de

in the intensity of the current in A (drawing it off, 
m fact, towards motor points of B), while a gentle 
stimulation of B will merely increase the current setting 
towards motor points of A. The decrease or increase in 
the flow through system A, due to the action of B, is the 
nervous event which will be experienced as unpleasantness 
or pleasantness respectively. For example, the slight 

of pain produced by scratching after an insect's 
b1te IS rather pleasant, for it actually increases the energy 
of the scratching process. If, however, the pa in becomes 
too intense, its own typical reaction is set up; energy is 
?rawn off from the scratching process , and unpleasantness· 
IS felt. 

It follows on this theory that pleasantness and un
pleasantness are attributes of the relatively more complex 

functions, and, therefore, that their highest 
mtensity may be expected to accompany intellectuaf 
activity-a result which the author claims as a powerful 
piece of evidence of the superiority of his doctrine over 
that which would regard them as " feeling tones " of 
sensations. 

SCJENT!FIC EDUCATION OF NAVAL 
ARCHITECTS.! 

J T has oc.curred t<? m: !hat an subject f_or 
the address, wh1ch 1t 1s my duty to deltver as chair

man of the council, may be found in a brief account of 
the methods adopted for the education of naval architects' 
in this country during the past century. I venture ta 
hope that, apart from its particular interest for those 
engaged in shipbuildirrg, the narrative may have some 
value and attraction for those interested in technical educa
tion generally, and that it may throw some light on 
problems of higher technical education which still await 
solution in this country. 

In r8o6 the Commission of Naval Revision reported in 
regard to the principal shipbuilding officers of the Royal 
Navy. 'l:here is evidence that outside the Admiralty service 
th:- of professional attainment amongst British 
sh1pbu1lders was then low. As practical ship-carpenters 
they excelled ; their ships were " well and trulv built " 
strong and durable. As ship-designers they depended 

1 an address delivered before the Society of Arts on November T8 
bv .S1r W. H. White, K.C.H., fi'.R.S., chairman of the Council of the 
Soc1ety. 
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precedent and experience. British warships were designed 
in accordance with " established dimensions," according 
to which ships of a certain tonnage carried a certain 
number of guns of specified sizes. The tonnage was 
estimated by an unscientific rule; and a competent 
authority, speaking of the condition of things existing at 
the beginning of the last century, asserted that "scarcely 
an individual in the country knew correctly even the first 
element of one of our numerous ships.'' As a matter of 
fact, the official " established dimensions " were varied but 
little from 168o to 1810, and there was practical stagna
tion in British shipbuilding. 

Instead of advance having been made in the practice of 
naval architecture in this country during the eighteenth 
century, there is reason to believe that there had been 
retrogression, 90 far as scientific knowledge and methods 
were concerned. 

The movement in favour of better education for British 
shipbuilders and the adoption of scientific methods in ship 
design a century ago was chiefly due to men unconnected 
with the industry, and was not welcomed by shipbuilders 
of the older school. Fortunately, opposition from various 
quarters was overcome, and the first school of Naval 
architecture began its work at Portsmouth in January, 
18n, under the direction of Dr. Inman, a distinguished 
graduate of the University of Cambridge. The intention 
was to train men who should unite sound practical experi
ence with high scientific knowledge, to give them employ
ment subsequently at sea and in the work of ship-design
ing, and so to provide efficiently for the higher ranks of 
officers at the Admiralty and in the Royal dockyards. 

When the steam-reconstruction of the Navv had to be 
undertaken about fifty-five years ago, and "was rapidly 
followed by the use of armour as a protection ag-ainst 
attack by explosive shells, it became impossible any longer 
to pretend that naval officers, untrained as naval architeds, 
could undertake the responsible work of designing British 
warships. Fortunately, trained men were available in the 
persons of Dr. Inman's old pupils, who had been compelled 
to wait twenty years before their opportunity came. 

Sixteen years elapsed before a second school of naval 
"rchitecture was established by the Admiralty at Ports
mouth, under the title of the " Central School of Mathe
ll'atics and Naval Construction." Five vears earlier the 
Atlmiraltv had framed a scheme for schools in the Roval 
dockyard-s, at which all apprentkes were required to attend 
" rvery afternoon for three hours, commencing an hour 
and a half previous to that at which the yard closes." 
Under this rule the Admiralty paid the boys' wages for 
one-half the period of school attendance, and required them 
to give the other half out of their own time. Beginning 
with " elementary matters, such as reading-, writing, 
common and deci,',"al arithmetic, .Scripture, English history, 
and geography, the apprentice passed on to more 
advanced instruction. At the end of three years a selection 
was to be made by means of an examination, and those 
whose abilities entitled them to a higher course of instruc
tion were allowed to attend school for two vears more. 
For the majority of this ended education : 
but the Admiralty order provided that " two or three of 
the best apprentices in each yard should be elected to the 
first class, should be instructed in ' laving off' and the 
leading principles of ship construction, and, so far as it is 
necessary for that purpose, should be t:lllght mechanics, 
hydrostatics, and mathematics." Its main features have 
been continuously maintained for sixty-five years, with 
results which more than justify any expenditure incurred. 
As the national standard of elementarv edu-cation had been 
raised, so the required standard the admission of 
apprentices hnd been elevated, and out of the dockvard 
schools there had come multitudes of well-educated, intelli
gent workmen, from amongst whom, by a process of 
g-r'ldual selection. had been found subordinate and principal 
officers for the Admiralty servi•ce, while no small number 
had passed from that Service into the private trade, and 
orcuoied positions of importance and responsibililv in shio
yat·ds throughout the country and on the staffs of the 

so·cieties for shioping of which Llovds' 
is the gr-eatest. The scheme is broad "and 

;tenerous; it facilities and aid, while requiring 
apprentices on their side to study in time that would other-
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wise be their own for leisure or recreation. It carries on, 
side by side, practical and educational training; it exercises 
a gradual selection of those whose ability and application 
show them to be capable of benefiting by higher instruc
tion. It sets up a " ladder of learning " from the lowest 
level, and there has been no bar to any capable man in 
striving to reach the highest position. Its cost is extremely 
moderate in proportion to its beneficial results. For the 
current financial year the dockyard schools at home and 
abroad are estimated to cost Jess than 62ool., while the 
wages vote for these establishments exceeds two and a 
half millions sterling. 

The second school of naval architecture constituted the 
final stage in the Admiralty scheme for the technical 
education of its naval architects. Its students were in
tended to be the pick of dockyard apprentices of five years' 
standing, who during that period had received an excellent 
general education, a good training in the practice of ship
building, and a special course of mathematics bearing on 
naval construction. It differed from the first school, there
fore, because the former institution had been intended 
exclusively for a higher class of apprentices, to whom 
appointments were guaranteed when their course of train
ing was satisfactorily completed. In other words, the 
fundamental idea of the first school was to train students 
who were intended to become superior officers subsequently. 
On the contrary, the working apprentice class, by a process 
of selection applied at intervals during five years, was 
intended to supply the students to be trained in the second 
school, and they were not guaranteed appointments similar 
to those promised to their predecessors. 

Cambridge University again supplied a principal for the 
school of naval construction in the person of Dr. Woolley, 
who proved a worthy successor to Dr. Inman. During 
the five years of its existence men were trained who sub
sequently achieved high distinction in the theory and pr.ac
tice of shipbuilding, and who proved capable of taktng 
up the primary responsibility for warship design when age 
and failing powers compelled the retirement of men trained 
in the first school. The grave responsibilities incidental 
to the iron-clad reconstruction were borne, and successfully 
borne, by men from this college for a period of more than 
twenty years, and it was a fortunate circumstance that 
the Central School of Mathematics and Naval Construction 
was in existence even for so brief a period, because its 
students ably filled the gap that would have otherwise 
existed in the ranks of trained naval architects at a most 
critical period in our naval history. 

The third school of naval architecture was founded in 
1864, and placed at South Kensington, the Education 
Department being associated with the Admiralty in its 
establishment and maintenance. Its creation was due to 
the action of the Institution of Naval Architects, which 
had been formed in 186o on the ioint initiative of naval 
architects trained for the Admiralty service, of a number 
of leading private shipbuilders and marine engineers, and 
of naval officers, yachtsmen, and men of s<eience. In many 
respects the Royal School of Naval Ar,chitecture and 
Marine Engineers differed from, and was more compre
hensive than, its predecessors. 

The new school was intended to train students for the 
private industry as well as for Admiralty service. Its 
founders hoped to attra-ct the sons and relatives of ship
builders and marine engineers, as well as to provide for 
young men selected by the Admiralty from the dockyard 
schools. Marine engineering was recognised as the 
younger sister of shipbuilding, needing equally good and 
svstematic training for those making it their career. 
Foreign students were admitted as well as British subjects. 
The institution was designed to be, or to become, a school 
of which the greatest maritime nation of the world might 
be proud. It started under the fairest auspices; there was 
no failure in organisation, courses of study, teachers, or 
lecturers; the Admiralty played its part and sent up well
prepared students; foreign Governments also sent students, 
but in regard to private British students there was dis
aooointment. both as to numbers and previous preparation. 

should have been the chief source of supplv for 
British students, and for income, failed lamentablv. Look
ing back on the result, it does not appear so surprising as 
it did at !he time. The scheme of instruction was admir-
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able, only it required for its good working a standard of 
previous attainment, which was reached only by Admiralty 
students who had spent five or six years in practical work 
at the dockyards, and in attendance at the spec'ial schools 
therein provided. Even the best of the private students 
were far less advanced on entry, consequently very few of 
them were able to benefit fully from the higher and 
specialised instruction provided at South Kensington. 
Many private students did derive advantage from attend
ance, and have shown this to be true in their subsequent 
careers. On the whole, however, it must be admitted 
that the scheme was pitched too high in relation to the 
means of preliminary instruction then existing in this 
country, and that to give it full effect a preparatory school 
should have been created also, through which students 
could have passed before proceeding to the Royal School 
of Naval Architecture. Even to this day one of the greatest 
difficulties in the way of utilisation by students of the 
higher instruction provided in technical colleges consists 
in the want of proper preparation. 

There are certain distinctive features in the arrange
ments at the Royal Naval College which have stood the 
test of thirty-five years' experience, and consequently may 
be worth consideration by those engaged or interested in 
technical instruction elsewhere. To a few of these I would 
refer, because they have a bearing on higher technical 
education in its general aspect. 

First, great care is taken thoroughly to prepare the 
Admiralty students before they enter the college, so that 
they may derive full advantage from the special facilities 
existing there. For many years past the Admiralty has 
maintained at Devonport a college in which those who 
are to become engineer officers of the Navy receive a 
practical and scientific training extending over four or five 
years. Entry to this school has been governed by com
petitive examinations, and the parents of students have 
been required to contribute to the expenses of the educa
tion of their sons, so that the selection of the students 
has been made from a higher class than that which 
furnishes ordinary dockyard apprentices. At the end of the 
training in this preparatory college a final selection is 
made of a limited number of students of naval architecture 
and marine engineering, who proceed to the Royal Naval 
College to undergo a further period of three years' training 
in the higher branches of their profession. During the 
three years' course at the college the summer vacations of 
the students are spent in the Royal dockyards on practical 
work, so that Admiralty practice for about forty-four years 
has represented what is now termed the " sandwich 
systerri " of instruction, and it has worked well. 

Secondly, private students admitted to the Naval College 
have been required to possess and give evidence of possess
ing a knowledge of practical shipbuilding obtained by a 
period of service in shipyards, as well as a certain standard 
of attainment in mathematical and scientific subjects. In 
Germany a similar condition has been insisted on in recent 
years, and a period of practical training must be under
gone by every student who aims at any branch of engineer
ing as his life's work, in the interval between leaving 
the secondary schools and entering the higher technical 
schools. 

Thirdly, the teachers of naval architecture and marine 
engineering at the Royal Naval College are officially called 
" instructors," but really perform the duties of professors. 
They are appointed only for limited periods, coming from 
and returning to their professional work. All of them have 
been distinguished graduates of the college, and, after the 
completion of their studies, have acquired considerable 
practical experience at the Admiralty, in the dockyards, 
and (in many during periods of service at sea. 
Thus equipped they enter upon their work as teachers. 
It is ensured that teachers never " lose touch " with the 
practical side of their professional work, and shall never 
continue so long in the position of instructors as to be
come stale, and therefore less capable of dealing with the 
professorial duties entrusted to them. 

Care seems to be required also in another direction at 
the present time. No teacher of any branch of engineer
ing can be regarded as properly qualified until he has 
Q"ained actual experience and borne the burden of responsi
bility in connection with the design and execution of 
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important works. It should never that. those who 
teach should be lacking thcmsdves m on.e s1de .of the 
training-and that the not less important s1de-;-wh1ch, by 
common consent, is needed for the modern engmeer. 1 he 
Admiralty system meets this requirement, and has worke.d 
well. It has furnished capable professors. of naval 
tecture and marine engineering, not merely for Adm1ralty 
establishments, but for universities at home and abroad. 

Turning to results obtained from the work of Royal 
Naval College during the last thirty-five years, .1t must 
suffice to say that they have been altogether satisfactory 
when judged by the positions which have been o: are 
occupied by men who graduated there. The Adm1ralty 
staff of naval constructors and marine engineers has been 
;11ostly recruited from that source, and the offices 
have been successfully filled by ex-students of the Royal 
Naval College. 

It may be interesting to add that about twenty-five 
years ago the Admiralty constituted a Royal Corps. of 
Naval Constructors. The scheme for that corps prov1ded 
for the admission of qualified men who had not received 
their training under the or in 
establishments subject to the cond1t10n that cand1dates for 
entry showed' proof by recorded 
service) of thorough trammg m both the sCJence and prac-
tice of shipbuilding. . . . . 

Closely allied with the scient1fic e.d;tcatwn sh1pb;t1lders 
and marine engineers . is the prov1s10n for of 
naval ofticers and shipowners in the fundamental pnnc1ples 
governing the construction and propulsion 
regards officers in war-fleets and in ·?'ercantlle mannes, It 
is advantageous that they should some knowledge 
of the principles of buoyancy, stab1hty, and structural 
strength, and should .have the . el.ements of 
engineering. On the s1de of sh1powners s1m1lar know
ledge would undoubtedly assist commercial success.. From 
the nature of the case shipowners must determme the 
governing conditions of the trades in which ships are to 
be employed, and naval architects mu.st discover the best 
possible solutions of the problems lmd before the.m. In 
the case of warships, naval officers properly . cla1m the 
right to select the qualities of armament, protectwn, 
coal endurance, &c., which they wish to have embo.d1ed 
in designs. It is equally undesirable for the architect 
to assume the right of laying down the cond1t1ons to be 
fulfilled in new designs, as it is for or. naval 
officers to assume the position of amateur sh1p 
If naval officers or shipowners can be endowed w1th an 
understanding of the elementary principles affecting ship 
construction and propulsion they must be better to 
appreciate what is or is not possible under the 
of practice, and therefore they wil! be hkely 
to lay down conditions which are mcompat1ble .w1th .one 
another or impossible of realisation. These cons1deratwns 
led me to suggest in r873 that the Department of Nayal 
Architecture in the Royal Naval College at. GreenwiCh 
should include classes in which officers of the h1gher ranks 
ln the Royal Navy should receive instruction 
of this kind. These classes have now been !11 successful 
operation for more than thirty years, and there ample 
evidence of their utility. Subsequently to the estabhshm;nt 
of these classes at Greenwich it was decided also to 
systematic instruction to junior naval officers in the pnn
ciples of shipbuilding and engineering, and good results 
were obtained. In the most recent arrangements for the 
education of naval officers at Osborne and Dartmouth 
fuller expression has been given to t.he sa;ne idea, .and 
no one questions the advantages wh1ch Will be. gamed 
thereby. In these days it is obviously a 
cverv naval officer charged with the great respons1b1ht1es 

to the use and management of warships, which 
are full of complicated machinery, should possess a con
siderable knowledge of engineering. The only matter on 
which difference of opinion exists is in regard to the further 
training of that class of officers who will eventually be 
placed in responsible charge of the propelling and other 
machinerv of warships. 

From the preceding remarks it will be understood that 
the sole provision made for the higher education, of British 
naval architects for a very long period was m schools 
established by the Admiralty; but this reproach was re-
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inoved about a quarter of a century ago by the creation 
of a professorship of naval architecture in the University 
of Glasgow, thanks to the generosity of Mrs. John Elder. 
About the same time a professorship of engineering was 
established in connection with the University of Durham 
at the College of Science (now the Armstrong College), 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, and instruction in naval architecture 
is included in the curriculum of studies in this depart
ment. It was alwavs desired to have an independent pro
fessorship of naval a'rchitecture in this great centre of ship
building, and by persistent effort this desire was fulfilled 
about a year ago. The country now possesses three schools 
of naval architecture, two of which are independent of the 
Admiralty, and sustained by the private shipbuilding 
industry. 

It has been suggested that the multiplication of schools 
of naval architecture in Great Britain may be overdone, 
but when compared with the provision now made for the 
education of naval architects in Germany, France, and 
the United States, and taking into account the overwhelm
ing preponderance of British shipowning and shipbuilding, 
there need be no fear that four schools of naval archi
tecture, each with a considerable number of students, would 
constitute an excessive provision for this country. In the 
Technical High School of Charlottenburg, near Berlin, 
there were not long ago about 400 students of naval archi
tecture and marine engineering, all of whom had received 
adequate preparatory training before entering the high 
school and specialising in these studies. Even at the pre
sent time the total number of equally qualified students 
of naval architecture and marine engineering attending the 
classes in British schools is only about 170, or less than 
one-half the number of men studying at Charlottenburg. 
In the United States excellent schools of naval' architec
ture exist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and as departments in several universities. These are well 
equipped, and attended by considerable numbers of students. 
When it is borne in mind that the aggregate tonnage 
of steamships belonging to the British Empire is seven
teen millions of tons, as against 3,7os,ooo tons owned by 
Germany and r,542,ooo (exclusive of the shipping on the 
great lakes) owned by the United States, and that in 
1907 the gross tonnage of ships launched in the United 
Kingdorn aggregated 1,6o8,ooo tons, as against 291,000 
tons for Germany and 486,Joo tons for the United States, 
it will hardly be maintained that the provision made or 
contemplated for the higher education of British naval 
architects is likely to prove excessive. 

Possibly it may be thought that the German prov1s10n 
for such education is extravagantly large, and that the 
number of highly trained men who D.nnually pass out from 
the High School at Charlottenburg is in excess of the 
real requirements of the shipbuilding industry of that 
country. This is not the opinion entertained in Germany 
itself, for another school of naval architecture has been 
created at Dantzic recently. 

The last half-century has witnessed unprecedented pro
gress in British shipping and shipbuilding. It is apt to 
be forgotten that when the Civil \Var broke out the 
tonnage of A1nerican .c;hipping was rapidly -overtaking 
that of country, and threatened to surpass it before 

It Js true, no doubt, that the lead which we took 
m the use of iron instead of wood as the chief material 
of construction, and in the development of steam naviga
tion, helped forward the remarkable progress that has 
been made. It is equally true that great assistance to 
progress has been given by the application of scientific 
methods to ship construction and propulsion. It would be 
ridiculous to suppose that the contemporaneous develop
ment of technical and scientific training amongst naval 
architects and marine engineers had only been a coinci
dence, and had not played a great part. Many circum
stances, as well as many persons. have assisted in bring

British shipping and shipbuilding into its present un
nvalled condition, but the underlying and predominant 
cause must be found in the general recognition of the 
necessity for scientific as well as practical training on 
the part of those engaged in the design and construction 
of ships and their ma•chinerv. 
. Ship-designing can never ·be dealt with on purely scien

tific methods. Exact estimates cannot be made of the 
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most trying conditions to which ships at sea may be 
subjected. Accumulated experience, based on careful 
observation and experiment, must always be the founda
tion of successful work. Direct experiments on models of 
ships and propellers are of incalculable value; but the 
arrangement and conduct of these experiments, the carry
ing out of observations on the behaviour of ships, the 
grouping and analysis of results, and the deduction there
from of facts and principles for future guidance, all 
demand scientific knowledge and scientific procedure. Of 
course, this is not peculiar to shipbuilding, and I have 
no desire to magnify the importance of that branch of 
engineering to which my life has been devoted. It is 
equally true of engineering as a whole, and of the applica
tions of science to industrial processes generally. My chief 
object in describing to-night what has been done in the 
technical education of naval architects has been to present 
an object-lesson to those interested in technical education 
as a whole. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

CAMBRIDGE.-Prof. Adam Sedgwi.ck, president of the 
Philosophical Society, has been appointed to represent the 
society at the Darwin .centenary celebrations in June, 1909. 

In a letter to the Vice-Chancellor, the secretaries of the 
Royal Society announce that, as Sir ·william Huggins 
desires now to relinquish the care of the stellar spectro
scopic equipment placed in his hands by the Royal Society 
in r871, the president and council of the society are 
prepared to present these instruments as a gift towards 
the equipment of the astrophysical department of the Cam
bridge Observatory, subject to an assurance of their per
manent profitable employment being obtained. This 
assurance having been given by the observatory syndicate, 
the installation will be transferred permanently to the 
University as it now stands in full working order in Sir 
\Villiam Huggins's observatory. In view of the historical 
importance of this equipment, and its intimate connection 
with the foundation and development of the science of 
astrophysics, it is desired that the name of Sir ·william 
Huggins be permanently connected with the instruments. 

The electors to the Isaac Newton studentships give 
noti.ce that, in accordance with the regulations, an election 
to a studentship will be held in the Lent term, 19oq. 
These studentships are for the encouragement of study 
and research in astronomy and physical optics. The per
sons eligible are members of the University who have 
been admitted to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and 
who will be under the age of twenty-five years on the 
first day of January, 1909. It will be the duty of the 
student to devote himself during the tenure of his student
ship to study or research in some branch of astronomy 
or physical optics. The student's course of study or re
search must be, as a rule, pursued at Cambridge. The 
studcntship will be tenable for the term of three years 
from April 15, 1909. The emolument of the student will 
be 2ool. per annum, provided that the income of the fund 
is capable of bearing such charge. 

LoNDON.- The new deans of faculties are :-for medicine, 
Prof. S. H. C. Martin, F.R.S. ; for science, Prof. J. M. 
Thomson, F.R.S.; for engineering, Prof. W. E. Dalby. 

Prof. T. G. Brodie has resigned his post as professor
superintendent of the Brown Animal Sanatory Institution 
on his appointment as professor of physiology in the Uni
versity of Toronto. 

degree of D.Sc. in physiology has been granted to 
Dr. F. H. Scott, an internal student, of University College, 
who submitted a thesis entitled " On the Relative Parts 
played by Nervous and Chemical Factors in the Regula
tion of Respiration," and other papers ; also to Dr. H. \V. 
Bywaters, an internal student, of the physiological labor:l
torv of the U niversitv who submitted a thesis entitled 
" An Inquiry into the Mechanism concerning tlw 
Absorption of Protein and Carbohydrate Food," and other 
papers. 

A separate board of studies is to be constituted for 

1 ethnology. 
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